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ABSTRACT
This document contains information about instructions regarding singing with
Korean diction for Korean Art songs by a gifted Korean composer, Kyo-geun Kim. He is
now a Professor of Business at Ewha Women’s University in the Republic of Korea. The
writer offers a brief biography of Kim as a composer and a scholar of music and business.
This document will help anyone who would like to learn Korean diction for singing
Korean Art Song, particularly, Hyo-geun’s Art Pop Art Songs such as Snow, A Thousand
Winds, and What Though Life Conspires to Cheat You. The works are termed ART POP,
it can be noted that they carry a sense of being true Art Songs. This document will be a
guide to those who learn to pronounce and interpret Korean language.
Dr. Kim’s many thoughts on vocal technique will be of great value to this
document.
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INTRODUCTION
Art Pop, a new genre in the 21st century, was created by Hyo-geun Kim, a Korean
composer who works as a professor of Business Administration at the Ewha Womans
University in South Korea. He was born in 1960 in Seoul, South Korea. He studied
economics in undergraduate and graduate school at the same university and moved to the
United States to pursue his doctoral degree in Business Administration. He earned his
PhD in Business at the University of Pittsburgh. He subsequently served as an assistant
professor at the University of Alberta in Canada for a few years. After that he returned to
South Korea and resumed teaching business. He is a full professor of business and a
division head at Ewha. According to him, composition is just a hobby. The only reason
that he had to choose business rather than music is because of his parents’ opposition to
music to his career choice. Although business was his major study at the Seoul National
University, he did complete some music theory courses simultaneously.
During his junior year a competition was held by Munhwa Broadcasting
Company (MBC) in 1981 his composition received praise. To his surprise, he won first
prize. This song, “Snow,” was performed by a freshman year voice student, Mikyung
Cho, who is now worldly acclaimed soprano and a full professor at the Kookmin
University.
In Korea, Hyo-geun Kim is considered a gifted composer. He studied music at the
minimum level of an undergraduate. Kim said, “I have never had any official music
education. I learned guitar when I was around 10 years old, and I really liked the logic of
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harmonics. From then on, I started playing world famous songs, movie music, pop songs,
and folk songs on the piano, it must have been over 10,000 hours. When I was in middle
and high school, I attended almost all the performances of the National Symphony
Orchestra and the National Opera. In the meantime, I listened to Dvorak’s Symphony #9
in music class. I was shocked to learn that a human being could have such a musical
affect. I volunteered to play piano as an accompanist for the school and church choirs. I
never thought of being a composer. I was a top student the high school, so I was forced
not to choose music in college. My parents warned me that I would be disowned by the
family if I choose music. However, I attained my parents’ permission for music after I
went to college.”1
Hyo-geun’s style of self-study of Art Pop is different from the existing Korean art
songs. His compositions consist of art songs, piano solo versions of art songs, guitar
versions of art songs, many chamber-style arrangements, and one opera—in total, more
than a hundred pieces. Hyo-geun Kim is quite prolific, considering that composition is
merely a hobby. Moreover, most of his compositions are remarkably beautiful and
touching as any performers and listeners can attest.
His first composition, “Snow,” has been so popular that it has been performed
frequently since he won the grand prize in a contest in 1981. Furthermore, it also has
been performed internationally. This encourages Korean citizens living away from their
homeland. This song now rivals the Korean traditional song “Arirang,” which has been a
symbol of Korean culture.

Hyesuk Kwon, “I Would Like to Comfort People by Mixing Pop With Art - A Scholar Who Compose
Music,” Kookmin Ilbo Newspaper, March 4, 2022,
http://news.kmib.co.kr/article/view.asp?arcid=0016827639&code=61171111&stg=ws_real
1
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We can expect Hyo-geun Kim’s “Snow” to be a work to inspire the souls of
people in the world. One of his works, “A Thousand Winds,” which is translated into
Korean as “my soul became a thousand winds are blowing past you,” helped more than
six million people who mourned the victims from the Sewol ferry sinking. Since that
time, this piece became a tribute to mourn casualties from incidents and disasters.
His compositional style, labeled “Art Pop,” features extremely unique melodies,
even though the instrumental accompaniment is simple. His harmonic style transcends
both tradition and modernity; it looks like his music is harmonically a combination of
traditional classical music and jazz, and beyond the contemporary style. In an interview
with one acclaimed Korean art newspaper, Kim said, “It is a research assignment in the
vocal music industry to make good use of the beauty of the bel canto singing method and
to communicate the Korean language as well.”2 According to the interviewer, “From the
perspective of Business, Korean songs were in a crisis before he started to compose his
works.”3
According to his observation to the Society of Korean Art songs, Kim believes the
music of those composers exhibits a progressive, avant-garde technique that has been out
of date for over 30 years. As in a business, they are in danger of extinction within ten or
twenty years. Because younger people in a new millennium are exposed to the new style
of music in the 20th and 21st century, “[Kim] had to make sure that younger people who
have embraced various style of music since the 1990s don’t change the channel as soon

Jiyoung Lee, “So Many Korean Songs, Where Have They All Gone?,” Jiyoung Lee’s Munwha
Nanjang(cultural riot), January 1, 2022, https://news.nate.com/view/20220106n00273?mid=n1101
3 Soob-sam Kim, “Hyogeun Kim, Composer and Professor of Business,” People and People, September 6,
2020, https://blog.naver.com/PostView.nhn?blogId=soopsaem&logNo=222082074345
2
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as they hear a song.”4 “Marketing and sales are more important than production,” Kim
said.5 He has also said that he wants to help musicians make a living with their creations
and abilities.
An active composer, he publishes his compositions as a set of anthologies for
singers and instrumentalists. The popularity of his songs led him to branch out into
composing his chamber and orchestral works as well. He has received countless
invitations for positions as a musician or consultant at the various associations that play
an important role in Korean society.
The sheer expansiveness of Hyo-geun Kim’s compositional output demands
further study and analysis as one looks over his long and prolific career as a vocal
composer. Looking at his career as a whole, trends can be identified, and a trajectory
emerges. Studying his music in combination with his own writings about music and
composition can further bring to light compositional aims and priorities that have driven
his career, thus shaping his significant contributions to both vocal and chamber music.
This study aims to focus on how communication with the listener has manifested
itself in the musical output of Hyo-geun Kim. This compositional priority can be noted
through the observation of the composer’s musical language, his selection of text, his
preferred genre of composition, and his priorities throughout his career. The purpose of
this study is to illuminate how communicative language (both musical and textual) is
central to Hyo-geun Kim’s compositions, resulting in a hallmark of his style and
contribution to the world beyond Korean society.

4
5

Soob-sam Kim, “Hyogeun Kim.”
Ibid.
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CHAPTER 1
THE ADVENT OF ART POP ART SONG
A passion for Hyo-geun’s music and massive desire for new idioms in Korea, call
for his focus on compositions of vocal music. Over the years, his works have been
popular with pop enthusiasts as well as classical music fans. As he said in an interview,
the existing Korean art songs seemed to be composed for professional and highly skilled
amateur musicians. That is, it is too esoteric and classical, meaning that it has been
composed with difficult harmonies so that only experts with good vocal technique are
likely to sing it.
Because of this, it is true that young people and the public turned away from
Korean art songs as they were exposed to a different kind of modern music. Many
classical musicians and composers have discussed and noted the popularization of
classical music, but practically nothing was put into remarkable action until early 2000,
meanwhile pop music has been developed and prosperous as K-pop all around the world
and certainly the Korean society. Since late 1980s, a famous Korean opera singer, Insoo
Park performed a Korean art song “Hyangsoo(longing)” with a pop singer, Dongwon Lee
who was an acclaimed pop star in 1989 attempted to popularize a classical music. But
after the show Insoo Park who was expelled from the Korean National Opera Association
due to defamation. He had been a tenured opera singer at the Korean National Opera
Association, but he lost his job after this performance. Kim said, “This issue, which arose
in the outdated and conservative social atmosphere of the late 1980s and early 1990s,
hindered the popularization of classical music in Korea.” After the Park incident, several
acclaimed classical musicians who are active opera singers attempted performances of

5

pop music with operatic vocal technique which created new genre “crossover or popera”
in Korea. That promoted the atmospheric changes to the classical music society in Korea.
Since 2010, younger classical composers composed some beautiful new style of Korean
songs to overcome the stagnation of the Korean art songs. Kim also noticed this situation,
and he has been providing new ideas his works, albeit as an amateur composer. Kim says
that he attempted to write Korean songs that are popular, and that young people can enjoy
comfortably. This is how Korean vocal music and classical musicians meet the public and
how they survive. With all his compositions to review, and now with the composers’
writings and critiques from which to glean insight, a new study is warranted. Considering
the overall impact of Kim’s career, his contributions to the society of Korean art songs
deserve study.
Greater perspective pertaining to Kim and his works through the lens of his
philosophical ideas about musical language will help advance communication with the
masses.
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CHAPTER 2
ANALYSIS OF SINGING STYLE IN “SNOW”
Table 2.1 includes the original Korean text of the song “Snow” by Kim Hyo-geun
with English translation.

Korean

English

조그만 산길에 흰눈이 곱게 쌓이면

내 공상에 파문이 일어 갈 길을

When a narrow mountain path is covered with
snow,
I wish my small footsteps will remain for
good.
Until my little heart becomes white,
I wish to wander around the snow-covered
mountain path.

잊어버리오

When I hear a lonely winter bird sing far away,

가슴에 새겨보리라 순결한 님의 목소리

I lose my way as my daydreams fly away.
I'll put the chaste voice of my Love into my
heart.
Conveyed in the wind, it has become snow.

내 작은 발자욱을 영원히 남기고 싶소
내 작은 마음이 하얗게 물들 때까지
새하얀 산길을 헤매이고 싶소
외로운 겨울새 소리 멀리서 들려오면

바람결에 실려 오는가 흰눈되어 온다오
저 멀리 숲사이로 내 마음 달려가나
아 겨울새 보이지 않고 흰 여운만 남아
있다오
눈감고 들어 보리라 끝없는 님의 노래여
나 어느새 흰눈 되어 산길 걸어간다오

When my mind runs away through remote
forests,
Ah, the winter bird disappears with white
remains left behind.
I close my eyes and listen to the endless song
of my Love.
Before I notice it, I become a snow walking
through the path.

Table 2.1 Snow, Original text, and English translation

“The song “Snow,” consists of eight sections which include prelude, interlude,
and postlude, and ABCA’ which is an extended form of traditional art song that expresses
the fluctuation of singer’s emotion. A form chart is presented in Table 2.2.
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Tempo

Andante espressivo

Meter

4/4

Function
Form

Measure
Key

A

Prelude

1-4

B

Interlude

C

Interlude

A’

Postlude

28-36

36-40

40-48

48-50

5059

59-62

AbM

DbM
-EbM
-CM

a

b

C’

a’

4-12

12-20

20-28
DbM
-EbM

Ab Major

f minor

Ab Major

Table 2.2 Snow, Musical structure

This piece begins withan incomplete measure with the articulartions of “mp” and
“legato” in piano prelude. As the text implies, a small and gentle voice should start to
express the melody of lyrical emotion.”6

Doohyun Kook, “Program Annotation: Commentary on Vocal Works by G. F. Händel, G. Fauré, F.
Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, L. Ronald, Hyo-geun Kim, And G. Verdi Focusing on The Graduation
Performance Program,” Master’s Thesis, Hanyang University, 2019.
6
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Figure 2.1 Snow, mm. 1–9.

Shown in Figure 2.1, the C5 on beat one of m. 5 requires gentle and soft voice so
that singers usually use portamento on the “그[gə].” Because the vowel sound is similar
to French schwa, the consonant “ㄱ[g]” is easily lost with soft and breathy sound.
Therefore, the syllable “그[gə]” should be emphasized in order to be heard correctly;
otherwise, the meaning of cute and elegant expression of small “조그만[ʒogəman]”

9

could be lost. The text for the pickup note form. 7, F, includes an “h” sound in “흰
눈(white snow),” which is pronounced as “[h:in nun],” If a singer sings this part devoid
of strength, h sound could be missed and it can be heard like 인눈[:in nun]. That is why
the singer should sing this syllable more strongly. In the same phrase at the fifth note,
“게[ge]” from “곱게[gobge]” means beautiful or pretty. This syllable can be sung as
sotto voce even though it stands on the same length of rhythm. Also, since the note on
“게[ge]” is a fourth lower than “곱[gob],” it needs to be sung with more emphasis on
“게[ge]” in order to be heard clearly.

10

At m. 20, an “accelerando” indicates dramatic contrast, and an additional one in
m. 25 “poco a poco cresc” intensifies the dramatic atmosphere of the song. These are
shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.3.

Figure 2.2 Snow, mm. 16–21

Figure 2.3 Snow, mm. 25–27
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Figure 2.4 Snow, mm. 28–30

As is shown in Figure 2.4, the word “가[ga]” is on a recurring motive in the B
section. This recurring motive appears in the beginning and the last section. Singing on
the breath is really important, but too much air can hinder the very important consonant
“ㄱ[g]” of “가[ga].” Singers can employ modest tenuto on this syllable because of the
low register.
The composer mentioned about some tips about how to sing this piece. One of the
main tips for the singer is to provide more height in the sound. Second tip gives a slight
tenuto at each word.7

Kiyeon Lee, “The Secret to Singing Korean Songs Really Well, Taught by Professor Hyo-geun Kim,
Composer of The Art Pop Song 'Snow',” Opera institute of Kiyeon Lee,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=70KFvxOUTiw
7
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Figure 2.5 Snow, mm. 38–43

Figure 2.5 shows the beginning of the C section of the piece. Here the dramatic
atmosphere begins with pressure toward the climax of this piece. The vocal line starts
with mf and accelerando but piano begins with mp with accelerando to support the voice.
The tension reflects the text, which says that the soul of the protagonist in this song runs
through the white snow forest to find the white bird’s song.
The next section is the true climax of this piece. The protagonist of this song is
still running to find and listen to a sound of the lonely winter bird. The piano supplies
support with dramatic triplets in left hand. He was still running but the bird disappeared,
he only found the white color of after-taste of the lonely winter bird’s sound. Here, the
composer added rit. at m. 47 to express the strong imagination of the white color of aftereffect of the lonely winter bird.
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Figure 2.6 shows mm. 44–48, which call for broad, well supported singing of the
phrase. Melodically, the writing here recalls Puccini. These measures should be sung in
legato as well as tenuto to express the missing emotion of winter bird and white
reflection.

Figure 2.6 Snow, mm. 44–49

The end of this piece offers a peaceful, calm atmosphere. The soul of protagonist
now listens to nostalgic melody of his pure love from the winter forest, and he became
the white snow walking on the small mountain road. This last phrase expresses very
dramatic emotions reflecting the lonely winter bird’s sound. This indicates the nostalgic
pure love the composer feels walking on the mountain road.

14

Figure 2.7 Snow, mm. 50–55
.
Figure 2.7 shows mm. 50–55. The recurring phrase is the same pattern as the
beginning section so that composer takes back his calm and pure emotion of nostalgic
love from a mountain road covered in snow. The listener perceives a more comforting,
soft feeling but musical structure remains the same.
The composer wants readers to feel a soft aftertaste of white snow itself by
walking on the narrow mountain road covered with white snow. Particularly, in this
piece, beginning with interval of a sixth on different texts appearing three times;
beginning, middle, and final. This kind of melodic style could be a motive and can be
thought of as a reminder of composer’s favorite style of an art song which is Schubert
and Brahms.
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CHAPTER 3
ANALYSIS OF SINGING STYLE IN “A THOUSAND WINDS”
Table 3.1 shows the original Korean text and English translation of the song “A
Thousand Winds.”
Korean
그곳에서 울지마오 나 거기 없오
나 그곳에 잠들지 않았다오
그곳에서 슬퍼마오 나 거기 없오
그 자리에 잠든 게 아니라오
나는 천의 바람이 되어
찬란히 빛나는 눈빛 되어
곡식 영그는 햇빛되어
하늘한 가을비 되어
그대 아침 고요히 깨나면
새가 되어 날아올라
밤이 되면 저 하늘 별빛 되어
부드럽게 빛난다오
그곳에서 슬퍼마오 나 거기 없오
이 세상을 떠난 게 아니라오
나는 천의 바람이 되어
찬란히 빛나는 눈빛 되어
곡식 영그는 햇빛 되어
하늘한 가을비 되어
그대 아침 고요히 깨나면
새가 되어 날아올라
밤이 되면 저 하늘 별빛 되어
부드럽게 빛난다오

English
Please do not stand at my grave and weep
I am not there, I do not sleep
I am the sunlight on the ripened grain
I am the gentle autumn rain
I am a thousand winds
I am a thousand winds that blow
I am the diamond glint on snow
I am a thousand winds that blow
Please do not stand at my grave and cry
I am not there, I did not die
I am the swift rush of birds in flight
I am the stars that shine at night
I am a thousand winds
I am a thousand winds that blow
I am the diamond glint on snow
I am a thousand winds that blow
Please do not stand at my grave and weep
I am not there, I do not sleep
I am the sunlight on the ripened grain
I am the gentle autumn rain
I am a thousand winds
I am a thousand winds that blow

그곳에서 슬퍼마오 나 거기 없오

I am the diamond glint on snow
I am a thousand winds that blow
I am the diamond glint on snow
I am a thousand winds that blow

그 자리에 잠든 게 아니라오
나 거기 없오
이 세상을 떠난게 아니라오

Table 3.1 A Thousand Winds, English and Korean translation
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This song was composed by Kim in 2010. This song originally was created to
heal the sorrow of the heart after the death of his father and mother in 2002 and 2007, and
the text was attached with a translation of the foreign poem, “A Thousand Winds.” After
he composed this song, he developed this piece into various idioms of chamber music.
His goal for this composition has been to provide comfort to those experiencing pain or
suffering. He achieved his goal because his song touched and comforted almost six
million people who mourned from their sufferings. It is known that the family members
of 400 victims, including 299 deaths of the 2014 Sewol ferry sinking, were comforted
through the hearing of this song. The composer has affected the souls of many people
with his music. The writer honestly hasn’t believed that art or music has the ability to
comfort a human being with artistic activities or products, However, this song has the
ability.
During the interview with a composer, he said that he found an audience can
began to sob when they listen to this song. Unless the audience understands the text of
this song, they might have not been able to weep. Although the melody could have
touched the listeners, the text on the melodic line directly affects the soul of the
audiences. “This is what Kim has studied and experimented with for a long time,” he said
in the interview.8
He also said that it took a month to write a text “그곳에서 울지마오” which is
translated from “Please do not stand at my grave and weep.” If it is literally translated, it
should be “내 무덤에서 울지마오.” But “무덤” is literally grave, and it could be too

8

Taeyoung Seon, “An Interview with the composer Hyo-geun Kim,” March 1, 2022
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gloomy and sad to listeners. He said, he didn’t want to make listeners too depressed when
they listened to this part. He wanted to use a more expressive metaphor, so that it was
indirectly comforting to mourners. That’s why he struggled to find an appropriately
replaceable word for it. So he finalized it to “그곳에서” which means “there.” So, if the
phrase is written completely, “Please do not sob there, I am not there, I am not sleeping
there.”
And then, his text is going to touch the listeners with “A Thousand Winds.” The
text is I become a thousand winds, shimmering eyes, sunlight that makes growing grains,
and gentle autumn rain. When you darling wake up calmly in the morning, I will fly up as
your bird. I will be blinking softly as your starlight at night. The next text is ending with I
am not there; I didn’t leave this world. Which means that I will always be with you in
your heart.

Tempo

Moderato

Meter

4/4

Form

Function

Prelude

A

B

A’

Interlude

B’

A’’

Measure

1-13

13-25

26-41

42-53

54-61

62-78

78-95

Key

Eb Major

Eb/Ab

Fm/Bb

Bb/Ab

Bb/Ab

Bb/A

Ab/Eb

Table 3.2 A Thousand Winds, Musical structure
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This piece contains seven elements. Melodic writing has many repetitions with
minimal development, and piano accompaniment is consistently developing. At the very
beginning, a composer offers a small and elegant motive in one measure at the piano
prelude, and after a few measures he develops the motive which creates more dramatic
tension in m. 8 to imply what will happen in the entire song. This is shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 A Thousand Winds, two motives

The beginning syllable “그[gə]” needs to be emphasized because the note on this
syllable is fairly low (Bb2). See Figure 3.2. The next phrase includes closing sound of a
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final consonant which is “없소” which is pronounced by [ʌbs-so:]. This word follows by
기 gi is pronounced by [gi] on C4. “거기[gʌgi]” means “there,” and “없소[ʌbs-so:]”
means “not” so “거기없소” means “not there.” See Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.2 A Thousand Winds, mm. 13-14

Figure 3.3 A Thousand Winds, m. 17
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The original verb form of “없소” is 없다[ʌbda] which means there is(are) NOT. It
is also an old fashioned form of “없다” such as “Thou” in English.

Figure 3.4 A Thousand Winds, mm. 19-22

Figure 3.5 A Thousand Winds, m. 33
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The consonant “ㄱ” followed by a word “어[ʌ]” on the high note F4 can be
overwhelmed, so this word “그” definitely needs to be emphasized.
Additionally, singers can accept the composer’s small tip which is attained by
heightening the production and bringing the sound forward. [Figure 3.6] is the same case
as [Figure 3.5]. Both notes are at the same pitch and have the same overwhelming piano
accompaniment. The combination of these two elements can disturb the sound of
consonants.

Figure 3.6 A Thousand Winds, m. 37
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Figure 3.7. A Thousand Winds, m. 42

Figure 3.8. A Thousand Winds, mm. 16, 22, 44
The word “없[ʌb]” appearing three times at note Eb3 in each m. 16, 22, and 44 is
being supported by each of Ab3, D4, Eb4 of the piano accompaniment.
The writer has let ten Korean non musicians listen to this piece without giving any
information about this song. They mostly were not aware of what this word is. Unless the
singer emphasizes this word, recognizing this word in the first listening is difficult.
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One can see the piano accompaniment supports the melody at higher pitch level
than the voice. Due to the characteristics of Korean language which is known to have an
onset at the back of the mouth, Hyo-geun Kim asks singers to sing heighten the
production and focus on enunciation of text for better communication with audiences.
Also, the consonants of Korean language should be sung as if chewing on the words a
little bit more. Otherwise, it is true that it is not easy to convey the meaning of the song’s
lyrics even when singing in mother language. This is what the composer has studied and
made an effort not to be isolated from the younger people.
The purpose of his composition is to touch the human being’s soul with its
beautiful melody, but the textual meaning of the song should be understood by the
audience. That’s what the composer experienced at his concert with the renowned song
“A Thousand Winds.” In his concert, he discovered that some of the audiences began to
weep when they listened to his song “A Thousand Winds” which has been sung by Junmo Yang who is a gifted musical actor. While rehearsing, he gave him a lesson about
singing it. Kim suggested that heightens the placement of the sound and focus on the
expressing the emotions of the text, which is based on the bel canto. Therefore, that is
how Kim realized that the audiences would understand the meaning of the mournful text
of the song.
That is why the composer began to train young classical singers to sing his
compositions with the traditional bel canto technique, enabling them to comfort the
audience while using the contemporary style. However, the genre of his song is basically
a classical Art Song. The audience was moved and responded to the pop singer’s voice,
but an operatic voice would be much more powerful than the pop singer’s voice so that
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the bel canto style can attain the listener’s response much faster. This is Kim’s opinion.
That is the reason he trained the young classical singers to do it.
His works were written for the text to be appreciated by the audience, and then
once it is achieved, the emotions of the text should be maximized by the resonance of the
voice, especially if it is in upper register. Singers must employ a powerful resonance to
move the audience.
The climax of the song “A Thousand Winds” emotionally melts down of the
mournful souls. The final section begins at m. 93 providing comfort for the audience with
the legato of the Eb in the voice part. The voice part is supported by the ascending triplets
and sextuplets in piano accompaniment. The sequential writing in the voice part [Figure
3.9] increases the dramatic ending.

Figure 3.9 A Thousand Winds, mm. 93-95

From m. 93, the composer asks a singer to begin singing with a serenely soft voice,
almost falsetto. This vocal approach allows the listeners to feel a comfortable atmosphere
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after escaping from the mournful souls who lost loved ones. The piano accompaniment
also must play the last two measures extremely soft, particularly the last two chords,
although the last low Eb chord should employ sufficient sound. The composer advised it
as a feeling of sleeping on an extremely soft cotton quilt blanket.
The tessitura of the Kim’s many works use limited range. This means that he prefers
not to include many high notes. Therefore, many singers would like to choose to include
his songs in their repertoire. This is his goal of composition. He said, “I want to compose
music that everyone likes to sing and can sing easily as well.”9 Even though, he wrote some
difficult songs, many singers still like to sing them because they are not too difficult.

Taeyoung Seon, “An Interview with the composer Hyo-geun Kim,” An Interview with Hyo-geun Kim,
March 1, 2022
9
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CHAPTER 4
ANALYSIS OF SINGING STYLE IN “WHAT THOUGH LIFE
CONSPIRES TO CHEAT YOU”

The original text of “What Though Life Conspires to Cheat You” was written by
the renowned Russian poet, Aleksandr Sergeevich Pushkin. Hyo-geun Kim translated it
into Korean. Both the Korean and English translations are shown in Table 4.1.

Korean

English

삶이 그대를 속일지라도
슬퍼하거나 화내지마

Should this life sometime deceive you

슬픈 날들을 참고 견디면

Don't be sad or mad at it!

즐거운 날들 오리니

On a gloomy day, submit

세상이 그대를 버릴지라도

Trust that fair day will come, why
grieve you?

슬퍼하거나 화내지마
힘든 날들을 참고 견디면
기쁨의 날 꼭 올 거야

Heart lives in the future, so

마음은 미래를 꿈꾸니

What if gloom pervade the present?

슬픈 오늘은 곧 지나버리네

All is fleeting, all will go

걱정 근심 모두 사라지고
내일은 기쁨의 날 맞으라

What is gone will then be pleasant

삶이 그대를 차마 속일지라도
슬퍼하거나 화내지마
절망의 날 그대 참고 견디면
기쁨의 날 꼭 올 거야

Table 4.1 What Though Life Conspires to Cheat You,
English, and Korean translation
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The original text of this poem consists of only one verse, but Hyo-geun added
additional lines of his own. Additionally, he used more peaceful communicative language
in his song instead of direct imperative style.

Tempo

Moderato

Meter

4/4

Form

Function

Prelude

A

B

A’

Interlude

B’

C

Measure

1-8

9-24

25-41

42-49

50-57

58-75

76-97

Key

Db Major

Db/Ab

Ab/Db

Db/Ab(sus4)

Db/Ab(sus4)

Db/Ab

F/C

Table 4.2 What Though Life Conspires to Cheat You, Musical structure

The first phrase includes two low notes which are Ab2s between the two F3s,
which might not be easily transferred to audiences unless a singer emphasizes them.
Because the interval of a sixth in between Ab2 and F3 is difficult to pronounce
accurately, particularly the word “이[i:]” on the low Ab2 in the m. 9 is very difficult to
enunciate. The vowel “[i:]” is the central vowel. But if it is sung at the low register such
as Ab2, the sound could easily become throaty; therefore, singers have to heighten the
sound and keep this note in the center of the pitch as according to the composer’s
principle for his works. [Figure 4.1]
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Figure 4.1 What Though Life Conspires to Cheat You, m. 9

The last word “마[ma]” [Figure 4.2] in m. 12 is the part of “화내지마[hwa ne ji
ma]:do not be angry.” This word “마[ma]” [Figure 4.2] is easier to sing than “이[i:],” and
“일[il]” in m. 9 and 10 because the length of the vowel [a] in “마[ma]”[Figure 4.2] is
longer than the lengths of both notes of “이[i:].” “일[il].” Although the intervals of notes
of all three words are similar.
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Figure 4.2 What Though Life Conspires to Cheat You, m. 12

If singers fail to emphasize the vowels and consonants on the two low notes at
each m. 9 and 10, the text wouldn’t be heard clearly, “마[ma]” at the m. 12 can be heard
easily because the later one is longer than the former one.
There is one more phrase where singers must be careful to be heard correctly,
when they sing this song. M. 17 and 18 include two low Ab eighth notes and sixteenth
notes for each measure. Those notes are in between F and Eb. The intervals of these notes
are the same as the first one at the beginning of the A section, and the vowel in each
measure is [i:] which is added to this phrase to convey the meaning correctly. [Figure 4.3]
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This can be easily recognizable if one compares to m. 13 and 14 in the similar
shape of the m. 17 and 18. [Figure 4.3] This is happening because of the characteristics of
Korean language in singing. That is why singers should learn the way of singing and not
merely follow the fundamental musical analytic way. The singers must sing the phrases
more carefully in order to be understood by the listeners correctly.

Figure 4.3 What Though Life Conspires to Cheat You,
m. 13, 14, 17, 18
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The vowel “ㅣ[i:]” in “릴” is with consonant “ㄹ[r]” with final consonant
“ㄹ[r]. ” This word “릴” itself is on the Ab2 followed by Eb3. This means the “릴” is at
the low, short note to be heard correctly, so listeners can easily miss the word.
Additionally, compared to all the consonants in m. 13 and 14, Korean people say
“파열음[pajʌləm]” which means plosive consonants which are easily heard in any
registers. But single vowels themselves could easily be missed unless they are
emphasized by the singers intentionally.
[Figure 4.4] Fricative consonants “마[ma]” from “마음” means “heart,” which is
medium in range. Many people weren’t aware of this word. The writer considers that this
case in other languages can be similar. It could be the case that this consonant “마[ma]”
might not have been in the center of the pitch. Also, the singer must be singing strongly
with intensive emotion.

Figure 4.4 What Though Life Conspires to Cheat You, m. 25
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The composer advises to focus on short, low notes rather than long, high notes.
On the word “절[ʒʌl],” singers must sing marcato from the phrase
“절망의날[ʒʌlmaŋenal].” To be aware of the meaning correctly, however, this “의[əi]”
can usually be modified to “에[e]” like a closed e vowel in French é although this is not
exactly the same. Seventy percent of Korean singers are guilty of this word “절” in this
phrase. Do the audiences grasp the meaning of the text? Maybe they are just able to
recognize the text of this song, because it is melodically and harmonically beautiful.
However, if the audiences understand this context “절망의날” exactly, they can
remember it.

Figure 4.5 What Though Life Conspires to Cheat You, m. 36
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The writer studied the words which are difficult to pronounce when paired with
the large intervals in this song. One of the difficulties is “힘[hi:m]” from “힘든날들을”
from m. 64, because this word includes [i:] vowel with h consonant, which are both
difficult to pronounce. “든[dən]” is also the most difficult one among all phrases in this
piece. Particularly, these two words are on the interval of a sixth, The writer found,
“힘[hi:m]” was not correctly recognized by more than ten listeners during research. Most
of them said, they could not hear “ㅎ[h]” sound correctly.

Figure 4.6 What Though Life Conspires to Cheat You, m. 46

Next, another difficult vowel in this piece is “ㅗ” which is [o], but this is not the
exactly the same as [o]. This Korean vowel is between [o] and [ɔː], and closer to [o],
which is a closed vowel like German [o]. That is why this [o] presents difficulties.
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So that this vowel easily modified to [ʌ] vocally; particularly, when this “ㅗ[o]”
vowel meets “ㄷ[t]” as the final consonant. As the text in this song indicates, “곧
지나버리네” means “passing by soon.” Here, “곧” means “soon” in English. [Figure
4.7]

Figure 4.7
What Though Life Conspires to Cheat You, m. 60

[Figure 4.7] The voice is supported by the rapid sixteenth quadruplets, “곧[got]”
is easily missed if it is modified. The word “라[ra]” can also possibly be lost to many
listeners. This word stands on the highest note in this phrase, so if singers open mouths
too much for maximizing the resonance, the consonant , flipped r “ㄹ[r]” could not be
heard. Because ten listeners understood this as “사아지고[sa-a-ji-go]” instead of
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“사라지고[sa-ra-ji-go], ” but they said, “the singer’s sound is beautiful at that moment.”
[Figure 4.8]

Figure 4.8 What Though Life Conspires to Cheat You, m. 63

The listener can guess about the word in this context when they hear this phrase,
so it must not be challenging for every Korean audience. However, it might have not
been easy to touch the audiences because it may take a little while to understand the
context. That’s why the composer said that the first attack of the consonant should be
increasingly emphasized by chewing the consonant. Maximize the resonance of the
vocalization to express the appropriate emotion.
[Figure 4.8] Next is the one that could be missed when it is sung on the fast, short
notes in m. 66 - 68. What is “차마[tʃama]” from “차마속일지라도[tʃamasok-i:ljirado]”
which means “although” in English, “차마속일지라도” means “although your life
deceives you.”
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So, the phrase is “삶이 그대를 차마 속일지라도[salmi gəderəl tʃama
tʃamasoki:ljirado]” which means “although life deceives you.”

Figure 4.9 What Though Life Conspires to Cheat You, m. 67

[Figure 4.9] The singers may move toward the highest note and the singers should
not accent ascending sixteenth notes. For this reason, “차마[tʃama]” would be naturally a
passing word in this context, so that listeners might not be aware of the text. Of course,
this is an adverb which requires that no one can argue with this, however, people can be
curious about this passing word. Therefore, as the composer said, singers are able to
chew to better execute these two consonants.
In the last phrase in the B section, there is where one important word which
should not be missed contextually. This word is on a short eighth note, and the highest
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and long notes appear subsequently. That is why it’s not easy for singers to use this note
as a helping note toward the highest note, Bb being the highest note.
In addition, this word includes “ㄱ[g]10” as the final consonant. This is a kind of a
glottal function of the word, which means a “stop” vocally. Singers in this case may
modify the word in combining with the next word “올거야[olgʌja]” which means “will
come.” Therefore, the combined one is “꼭 올거야.[ggog olgʌja].” “꼭[ggog]” means
“absolutely” which is an adverb like “차마[tʃama].” However, it will be modified to “꼬
골거야.[ggo golgʌja],” because the combination makes it happen. [Figure 4.10]
It is similar to French elision. In Korean, this kind of rule which is called
“자음동화[jaəmdoŋhwa]” and functions almost the same as the French elision.

Figure 4.10
What Though Life Conspires to Cheat You, m. 73

Redbox, “The Chart For The Notation of The Korean Pronunciation From English,” Useful information
and Common Sense, October 10, 2010,
https://blog.daum.net/7179bb/3522605
10
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The similar case in the [Figure 4.9] happens in the section C.

Figure 4.11
What Though Life Conspires to Cheat You, m. 85

Singers should sing the sixteenth notes in this phrase very lightly. The text in this
measure is easily missed, but musicians know that if the sixteenth notes are at the pickup
location, they should be energized.
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Figure 4.12
What Though Life Conspires to Cheat You, m. 93, 94

[Figure 4.12] The word “꼭[ggog]” at m. 93 could be missed and this note is
toward the end of the piece. Listeners can ascertain what this word means in the end,
although audiences may not have understood the meaning of this word earlier. A singer
would treat this word with tenuto supported by the strength of 2/4 measure with its two
massive chords. The audiences’ response would be vastly improved.
In conclusion, the composer strongly recommends the discussed technical
principles for singing his compositions. He offered three points applicable to his songs,
but these three principles can be applied to every Korean art song. This writer also
considers that his advice may be applicable to other languages as well: He has experienced
operas performed in English, where even the aid of subtitles, he found comprehension still
problematic. Hopefully this research can provide a guide to some vocal issues.
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APPENDIX B
IPA(International Phonetic Alphabet) WITH ENGLISH TRANSLATION FOR
SNOW
Snow[nu:n]
조그만

산길에

흰

눈이 곱게 쌓이면

[ʒogəman sangi:e hi:n nuni: gobge ssai:myʌn]
When a narrow mountain path is covered with snow
내 작은

발자욱을

영원히

남기고

싶소

[ne ʒa:gən ba:lʒaugəl jʌŋwʌnhi: namgigo si:bso]
I wish my small footsteps will remain for good
내

작은

마음이

하얗게 물들 때까지

[ne ʒa:gən maəmi: hajke muldəl ddeggaʒi:]
Until my little heart becomes white
새하얀

산길을

헤매이고

싶소

[seha:ja:n sa:n ggi: ɹəl he:me:i:go si:bso]
I wish to wander around the snow-covered mountain path
외로운

겨울새 소리

멀리서

들려오면

[oe:ɹoun gju:lse:soɹi: mʌli:sʌ dəljʌomyʌn]
When I hear a lonely winter bird sing far away
내 공상에

파문이 일어

갈 길을 잊어버리오

[ne goŋsaŋe pamuni: i: ɹʌ gal gi: ɹəl i:ʒʌbʌɹio]
I lose my way as my daydreams fly away
가슴에 새겨 보리라

순결한

님의

목소리

[gasəme segyʌboɹiɹa sungyʌɹhan ni:me mogsoɹi]
I'll put the chaste voice of my Love into my heart
바람결에

실려

오는가

흰

눈

되어 온다오

[baramgyʌɹe si:lyʌ onənga hi:n nun doe:ʌ ondao]
Conveyed in the wind, it has become snow
저 멀리 숲 사이로

내

마음

달려가나

[ʒʌ mʌli subsaiɹo ne maəm dalyʌgana]
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When my mind runs away through remote forests
아 겨울새

보이지않고 흰

여운만

남아 있다오

[a: gyʌulse boiʒianko hi:n yʌunman nama itdao]
Ah, the winter bird disappears with white remains left behind
눈

감고

들어 보리라 끝없는

님의

노래여

[nun gamggo dəɹʌboɹiɹa ggədʌbnən nime noɹeyʌ]
I close my eyes and listen to the endless song of my Love
나 어느새 흰

눈

되어 산길

걸어간다오

[na ʌnəse hi:n nun doe:ʌ sanggil gʌɹʌgandao]
Before I notice it, I become a snow walking through the path
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IPA(International Phonetic Alphabet) WITH ENGLISH TRANSLATION FOR
A THOUSAND WINDS
A Thousand Winds(내 영혼 바람되어: ne yʌŋhon

baramdoeʌ)

그 곳에서 울지마오. 나 거기 없소, 나 그곳에
[gə gosesʌ

ulʒimao. na gʌgiʌps:so na gəgose]
Please do not stand there and weep. I am not there, I.. there

잠들지

않았다오.

[ʒamdəlʒi

anat:dao]
I do not sleep

그 곳에서

슬퍼마오

[gə gosesʌ

səlpʌmao]
Please do not stand there and weep.
나

거기 없소,

그 자리에 잠든게

아니라오.

[na gʌgiʌps:so, gə ʒaɹie ʒamdənge aniɹao]

I am not there, I do not sleep.
나는

천의 바람이

되어,

찬란히

빛 나는 눈빛되어

[nanən ʧʌne baɹami doeʌ, ʧalanhi bit nanən nunbitdoeʌ]
I am the diamond glint on snow, I am a thousand winds that blow
곡식

영그는

햇빛되어

[gogsik yʌŋgən hetbitdoeʌ]
I am the sunlight on the ripened grain
하늘한

가을비되어

[hanəɹhan

gaəlbidoeʌ]
I am the gentle autumn rain
그대 아침

고요히

깨나면, 새가 되어 날아올라
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[gəde aʧi:m

goyohi ggenamyʌn, sega doeʌ naɹaola]
If you wake up calm, I would fly as your bird

밤이

되면

저하늘

별빛되어

[bami doemyʌn ʒʌhanəl byʌlbitdoeʌ]
at night as your star
부드럽게

빛난다오

[budəɹʌpge bitnandao]
I will blink softly
그 곳에서

울지마오

[gə gosesʌ ulʒimao]
Please do not stand there and weep. I am not there
나 거기 없소,

나 그곳에

[na gʌgiʌps:so na gəgose]
I am not there, I .. there
잠들지

않았다오.

[ʒamdəlʒi anatdao]
I do not sleep
그 곳에서

슬퍼마오

[gə gosesʌ

səlpʌmao]
Please do not stand there and weep

나 거기 없소,

[na gʌgiʌps:so na gəgose]
I am not there
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IPA(International Phonetic Alphabet) WITH ENGLISH TRANSLATION FOR
WHAT THOUHG LIFE CONSPIRES TO CHEAT YOU
What though Life Conspires to chat you(삶이 그대를 속일지라도 [salmi gəderəl
sogilʒirado])
삶이

그대를

속일지라도

[salmi gədeɹəl sogilʒiɹado]
Should this life sometime deceive you
슬퍼하거나

화내지마

[səlpʌhagʌna hwaneʒima]
Don't be sad or mad at it!
슬픈

날들을

참고

견디면

[səlpən daldəɹəl ʧamggo gyʌndimyʌn]
On a gloomy day, submit
즐거운

날들

오리니

[ʒəlgʌun naldəl oɹini]
Trust that fair day will come, why grieve you?
세상이

그대를

버릴지라도

[sesaɑ̃i: gəderəl bʌɹilʒiɹado]
Should this life sometime abandan you
슬퍼하거나

화내지마

[səlpʌhagʌna hwaneʒima]
Don't be sad or mad at it!
힘든

날들을

참고

견디면

[hi:mdən naldəɹəl ʧamggo gyʌndimyʌn]
On a gloomy day, submit
기쁨의

날

꼭

올 거야
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[gibbəme nal ggog ol gʌya]
Trust that fair day will come, why grieve you?
마음은

미래를

꿈꾸니

[maəmən miɹeɹəl ggumgguni]
Heart lives in the future, so
슬픈

오늘은

곧 지나버리네

[səlpən onəɹən got ʒinabʌɹine]
Sad today will pass through soon
걱정

근심

모두

사라지고

[gʌgʒʌŋ gənsim modu saɹaʒigo]
Worries, suffering will be gone
내일은

기쁨의

날 맞으라

[neilɹən gibbəme nal maʒəɹa]
Pleasure will come tomorrow
삶이

그대를 차마

속일지라도

[salmi gədeɹəl ʧama sogilʒiɹado]
Although should this life sometime deceive you
슬퍼하거나

화내지마

[səlpʌhagʌna hwaneʒima]
Don't be sad or mad at it!
절망의

날

그대 참고

견디면

[ʒʌlmaŋe nal gəde ʧamggo gyʌndimyʌn]
If you endure frustration
기쁨의

날

꼭

올 거야

[gibbəme nal ggog ol gʌya]
Pleasure will absolutely come tomorrow
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APPENDIX C
RECITAL #1
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RECITAL #2
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RECITAL #3
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RECITAL #4
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